










Boasting a matte velvet covering, the Brute sofa is a product 

inspired from organic forms of Shivan and Narresh textiles. 

The seat is engineered to be cantilevered giving the product 

a seamless form accentuating the sides designed with the 

udder form. The internal sofa framework has been made of 

seasoned steam beech wood and the upholstry is of superior 

grade high density foam.



Add an element of statement to your living room with the 

Husk Sofa Chair. The design being derived from the print of 

Shivan and Narresh's Fagun collection showcases the 'rice 

husk' print element. The seat is engineered to be cantilevered 

giving the product a seamless form accentuating the sides 

designed with the udder form. The internal sofa framework 

has been made of seasoned steam beech wood and the 

upholstery is of finest quality raw material.



Derived from an udder element in Shivan and Narresh prints, 

this padded and upholstered bench is striking in its appearance 

and ultra-comfortable in use. It's deceptively balanced on its 

tapered side legs but is extremely stable. The bench made of 

steam beech wood sourced from eco-sustainable forestry from 

Germany and Belgium tropicalized for Indian conditions is 

ergonomically engineered for stability and human comfort.



Resting on its Jelly Fish like a solid wood pedestal, this chair

is formed like a contemporary Nubian throne. The legs are a 

marvel in engineering and form. All legs are connected to

each other with a nailless Japanese Joinery system encasing

a self-lubricating rotating mechanism. The seat bucket is 

reinforced plastic padded and covered in hand-finished 

ultra-soft buffalo hide.



Covered in foam padded molded seat with hand-stitched 

leather collar encasing its velvet seat cushion this piece is 

whimsical and comfortable. This stool too has been bound 

with the udder element that forms its base and lends a 

panoramic circular view of the splendid organic udder form. 

The finish on the wood surface is the Lumino noir which is 

the darkest of the stain in a wood finishing recipe patented 

by Bent Chair.

Covered in foam padded molded seat with hand-stitched 

leather collar encasing its velvet seat cushion this piece is 

whimsical and comfortable. This stool too has been bound 

with the udder element that forms its base and lends a 

panoramic circular view of the splendid organic udder form. 

The finish on the wood surface is the Lumino noir which is 



Material: Steam Beech Wood Structure

Dimensions: Dia*H: 35*19 inch

Weight: 50 kg

S &N  TUSKER
COFFEE TABLE (BIG)
The visual language of the tabletop has been derived from a print of 

Shivan and Narresh's Fagun collection and wood wedges have been 

brought together to achieve the natural marquetry of a 'lotus leaf'. 

Further enhancing the aesthetic, wood chip carving has been 

implemented on to the body. Adding to the style of the product is the 

ebony fire finish. The surface makes for a mesmerizing design treat 

tantalizing human tactile to the sensation of a pristine lotus leaf.



Material: Steam Beech Wood Structure

Dimensions: Dia*H: 25*17 inch

Weight: 35 kg

Material: Steam Beech Wood Structure

Dimensions: Dia*H: 25*17 inch

S &N  TUSKER
COFFEE TABLE (SMALL) 
The visual language of the tabletop has been derived from a 

print of Shivan and Narresh's Fagun collection and wood 

wedges have been blended together to achieve the 'lotus leaf' 

effect. Further enhancing the aesthetic, wood chip carving 

has been implemented on to the body. Adding to the style of 

the product is the 2 Tone Lumino TM finish.



Sculptural art meets wood-crafting technology in this all 

solid-wood piece. Kiln-dried solid timber slats are layered 

together using nail-less Japanese joinery and then 

hand-carved to its sculptural form. The entire piece is finished 

in our proprietary Lumino TM coating transforming the 

surfaces to a piano finish palissandre appearance. The 

console has the udder form as the binding design element and 

is engineered to perfection by modern woodworking craft.



An African tusk or an obelisk? It's hard to set this high 

utility table from high art. Natural marble stone top is 

chiseled to a Shark Nose edge profile making an otherwise 

heavy marble look delicate and poised. The base is Cast 

metal over-molded with reinforced resin, hand textured 

and coated with Lumino TM (for plastics).



An african tusk or an obelisk? It's hard to set this high 

utility table from high art. Natural marble stone top is 

chiseled to a Shark Nose edge profile making an otherwise 

heavy marble look delicate and poised. The base is Cast 

metal over-moulded with reinforced resin, hand textured 

and coated with Lumino TM (for plastics).





Material: Black Italian Marble 

and Steam Beech Wood with Fire 

Glossy Finished

Dimensions: W*D*H: 71*47*30 inch

An Engineering marvel which nests  marble top deceptively 

cantilevered over 'Bovine Udder' formed legs, hand-crafted 

in natural eco-sustainable timber is a charm to own. This 

piece gives your dining room a style quotient none like any 

other. Bring home the blend of art and design, this product is 

a must-have.

S&N
DINING TABLE
An Engineering marvel which nests  marble top deceptively 

cantilevered over 'Bovine Udder' formed legs, hand-crafted 

in natural eco-sustainable timber is a charm to own. This 

piece gives your dining room a style quotient none like any 

other. Bring home the blend of art and design, this product is 



S&N
IVORY CHAIR
Exuberating  clean lines and a fluid form, the Shivan and 

Narresh Ivory chair is an ode to the signature 'Bovine Udder' 

form that punctuates the Shivan and Narresh Collection. A 

subtle color palette and a traditional design form, are what 

defines the aesthetics of this chic piece. Being a paragon of

craftsmanship, this chair is the perfect pick for any

contemporary piece. Experience the grandeur of the rich 

Indian art with this product.

Material: Steam Beech Wood Structure, 

Teakwood Legs & Velvet     

Dimensions: W*D*H: 22*24*34 inch

Seat Height: 19 inch

Weight: 9 kg



Showcasing the iconodot of the Shivan and Narresh 

brand, the visual language of the Icono Eye Rug has 

been derived from the Koi series. Adding an element 

of awe and style to any home interior, this rug is 

sure to satiate your need of statement. Brim your 

home with the muted elegance of this rug and 

redefine the visual appeal of your interiors.





Stylize your living space with the melange of mythical 

art and rustic design. A rustic style for your home

interiors is now achievable with the hand-crafted Shivan 

and Narresh X Bent Chair collection. The element of 

bovine udder playing a mojor role in the collection, the 

luxurious assortment embodies elements from the 

vibrant flora and fauna of the dynamic Indian tribal arts 

and illustrates it through dynamic spatial designs.

S&N HOMES







UDDER PLANTER (MEDIUM)

UDDER PLANTER (MEDIUM)

UDDER PLANTER (SMALL)

GARTER BOWL (SET OF 3)

ACCESSORIES

S&N WALL MIRROR



PINK LOTUS LEAF CUSHION ICONODOT CUSHION

HUSK CUSHION FAGUN CUSHION

BLUE LOTUS LEAF CUSHION ICONO-ROSH CUSHION



Refining the aesthetics of the furniture 
pieces, the upholstery is a dominant 

aspect in this designer collection. 
Deriving elements from their prints, the 

upholstery boasts a subtle and calm 
design outlook.
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